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Required components of an action plan

 1. Executive summary

 2. Background and justification

 3. Project strategy: objective, expected results, indicators, main activities

 4. Monitoring and evaluation

 5. Implementation arrangements

 6. annex tables

• Annex 1: Simplified logical framework
• Annex 2: Work plan 
• Annex 3: Budget
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BACKGROUND AND JUSTIFICATION



Background and justification

o Provides a justification about the rationales of the initiatives with a view to 
convincing the read about the logic of having the initiative/project implemented

o Referring the following aspects would be helpful:

• Introduction/context

• Link to NSDS

• Problem analysis

• Stakeholder analysis and capacity assessment

• Analysis of the objectives



LOGICAL FRAMEWORK



Introduction: Logical framework

o A tool, systematic approach, and standardized format to set out the logic of the 
project intervention model in a structured and coherent manner. 

o To provide a common foundation, support, and coverage for project design 
(formulation), monitoring, and evaluation (M&E).

• To scope a proposed project – from its overall vision, to its key 
implementation elements – during design

• Puts the project in a broader sector context
• Focuses on verifiable results – both immediate deliverables, and longer 

term effects and impacts – for monitoring and evaluation
• Highlights external assumptions and risks
• Permits a rapid review and examination of the project’s key objectives and 

features.
• Facilitates participation during project design and review process



Key Elements of the Logical 
Framework



Cause-Effect Relationships in Project 
Design



Assumptions about the External 
Environment



Definitions: Objective

o Objective - What is expected of a project in development terms as 
a result of the expected results (outputs and outcomes) produced. 
While purpose is the motivation behind a project's outputs, it falls 
outside direct project management control, and often equates with 
end of project status.

o For example, for the African Common Project Document, the 
“Objective,” (i.e. the “Expected Impact”) is:

• All countries in this continent are adequately prepared to move 
over and implement the 2008 SNA in five years in order to 
produce harmonized and comparable national accounts and 
related economic statistical data.



Definitions: Activities and Expected 
Results
o Activities - Tasks and operations carried out by project personnel to 

transform project inputs (e.g. funds, personnel, equipment, other 
materials) into outputs. List of activities is in Table 4 of the 
Template (i.e. the “Minimum-Required Components of an Action 
Plan on the Implementation of the 2008 SNA” by the Secretariat of 
the AGNA on 28 May 2015, Addis Ababa).

o Expected results - Specific results produced by the management 
and use of project inputs. List of expected results is in Table 3 of 
the Template (e.g. A to H such as B. “The rest of the world accounts 
compiled”)



Effective Activities (1)

o The activities listed are sufficient to plausibly achieve the Expected 
Accomplishments proposed.

o Linking the activities to the relevant expected accomplishments 
and also the project objective. Questions to check: 

o Top-down questions: 
How can the objective be met? ….by achieving the EA1 and EA2; 
How can the EA1 be achieved? …..by undertaking A1.1, A1.2 and A1.3; 

o Bottom-up questions: 
If the project delivers A1.1, A1.2, and A1.3 successfully, what will be achieved? 

… EA 1; 
If the project achieves EA1and EA2, will this help in meeting the 

objective?........Yes 



Effective Activities (2)

o Focus on achieving high value addition and tangible change.

o Examples of activities across capacity development efforts include: 

• Conducting workshops; 
• Developing toolkits; 
• Establishment of networks and 
• Provision of advisory services. 



Definitions: Performance Indicators and 
Means of Verification

o Performance Indicators (PI) - Set of criteria which demonstrates in 
concrete terms the results achieved. 

o Each indicator must be objectively verifiable in that different 
independent observers would come to the same conclusion as to 
the status of achievement.

o Means of Verification (MOV) - The means, methods, and sources 
which permit PI to be measured in precise terms (e.g. survey of 
experts/stakeholders by email, progress reports, official 
publications).



Means of Verification

o Means of verification: to answer to the following two questions:

What sources of information will be used to inform the indicator?
How will the data be collected?

o Be realistic about the ways in which data will be collected to inform 
indicators. Available, feasible and realistic sources of verification 
must therefore be carefully considered while developing the 
indicators. There is, for instance, no point in developing 
sophisticated measures for which the process of data gathering 
would turn out to be excessively costly.

o Where the indicator & target data should be found: NSO, Ministry 
records, project reports, special surveys, mission reviews, etc.



Effective Performance Indicators (1)

o Means and Goals: indicators should provide a measure of the 
degree of attainment of the expected accomplishments (i.e. goals)
but not a measure of the completion of the project’s activities (i.e. 
means).

o A good way to draft indicators: to define the specific steps that 
countries will take to achieve the expected accomplishments , i.e. 

• Action plans endorsed
• Roadmaps drafted
• Draft legislation prepared
• Project developed tools used by countries for analytical 

reports/policy change, etc.



Effective Performance Indicators  (2)

o General vs. specific terms: Avoid “initiatives”, “concepts” or 
“measures”, use

a regional agreement on…; 
a draft policy on… etc.

o SMART:

• Simple (or Specific) Short and concise
• measurable Quantitative
• Attainable (or Assessable) Qualitative
• Relevant (or realistic) Achievable
• Time bound Has beginning and end



Effective Performance Indicators  (3)

o Include benchmarks for all indicators and ensure that there is a 
baseline for measurement or assessment of change quantitatively 
and/or qualitatively. E.g. "X out of Y countries.....; 85% of the 
participants….". 

o While qualitative and quantitative indicators are useful, 
quantifiable indicators are preferred as they are more objectively 
verifiable and can be aggregated. 

o Project drafters are strongly encouraged to liaise with their M&E 
colleagues to define realistic, strong and measurable project 
indicators of achievement and ensure that they will be usable 
during the external evaluation at the end of the project. 



Relationship: Performance Indicators and 
Means of Verification

o Performance Indicators (PI) and Means of Verifications (MOV) 
provide the criteria and means by which project achievement and 
success could be gauged. 

o PI should always be quantifiable in clear units of measurements. 

o MOV should refer to either primary or secondary sources that 
could provide data of acceptable quality.



Relationship: Activities and Expected 
Results

o In its simplest form, the logframe consists of a 3 x 4 matrix in which 
the rows represent the different hierarchical levels of objectives 
(inputs, outputs, purposes and goals in ascending order). 

o The vertical logic is a set of means and ends interrelated by the if 
then condition. Thus:

 If activities are conducted, then the expected results (ERs) 
would be produced

 if ERs are produced, then the objective of the project will be 
achieved, and so on.



Indicators & Targets (1)

o How will performance be measured at each level?

“You get what you measure!”

o Ensure that what is measured is meaningful and will be used

• Don’t attempt to measure everything – it’s too time 
consuming, too costly, and often futile!

• Just because it can be measured doesn’t mean it has to be.

o Every indicator statement  should have a baseline and target

o There should be at least one indicator for each statement in 
the table



Indicators & Targets (2)

o Over time/at different stages, it is acceptable that new 
indicators may be added and old ones dropped

o Can use proxy indicators (e.g. HH expenditure for per capital 
income)



Relationship: Risks/Assumptions

o The movement from activities, to expected results, and to 
objective is based upon the set of assumptions, risks and 
conditions. For instance, 

o Even if inputs are made available, factors outside management's 
control could have an influence on whether outputs would be 
attained. 

o Similarly, project outputs may not lead to purposes being achieved 
if certain assumptions (e.g. about people's behavior, such as 
government’s decision) are not valid. 

o The test of good project design thus rests in making the best 
possible judgment in the assumptions-risks-conditions set.



Relationship: Risks/Assumptions

o Risks: What is the most likely to go wrong?

o Assumptions: what external conditions exist or behavioral changes 
by target  beneficiaries are expected – Essential to the project’s 
success but beyond its control?



Assumptions about the External 
Environment



MONITORING AND EVALUATION



Monitoring 

o Definition : a management tool, a surveillance mechanism of the 
implementation of the activities of the project, for the achievement of the 
expected results within the timeline set by the action plan

o Its objective: to record progress being made and/or identify alert points 
requiring an intervention, adjustment, or change in strategy

o Mandate: the project manager is responsible for the monitoring of the project

o Its instruments:  

• Activity reports 

• Evolution of the planning : Monitor data are reported on the planning at regular 
interval of time

• Key performance indicators

• Project meetings: these are important moments that allow team members to 
communicate in more direct ways ( team meetings, evaluation, analysis, briefing 

meetings, etc.)



Evaluation

o Purpose: to assess the achievement of the goals and objectives set by the action 
plan, and to draw lessons 

o Aspects of an evaluation:

• Timeliness : have the results been reached within the set timeline (including 
main and secondary activities) ?

• Stakeholders’ feedback  
• Budgetary efficiency
• Team work (communication, collaboration, search for solution in hard times…) 

o Timing of the evaluation: Each project conclude with an evaluation report. 
However evaluation can also be conducted at different moments of the project 
life (at target dates of outputs …) in order to learn from the on-going processes 
and to adjust.   



IMPLEMENTATION ARRANGEMENTS



Implementation arrangements

o The implementation arrangements aim to ensure that the organisational aspects  
required for the success of the project are well analysed and the required 
management structures are  in place. 

o Stakeholder analysis

o Project management structure and procedures

• The action plan should include a project management structure for its 
implementation

• Clarify the roles and responsibilities of each of its members

• Indicate its working principles  (meetings, monitoring mechanisms, etc.)



WORKPLAN



Guidelines for Workplan Preparation

o Annex 2: “Work Plan” in the Template provides a project timeline 
in a Gantt chart format to clearly show approximately when each 
activity will be undertaken. 

o Timeline: Each year can be disaggregated into 12 months or four 
quarters. Every activity should appear on this timeline with a brief 
description of that task. Pay careful attention to the sequencing of 
your tasks! 

o Who is accountable: Accountability is essential for a good plan. A 
column can be added to show who is responsible for completing 
each task. There can be a team of people working on a task but one 
person has to be answerable to a task being completed on time.



BUDGET



Preparation for a Budget

o Elements to be considered

• Total amount limit

• The allowable costs

• Any specific rules regarding cost sharing or limit on overhead

o Budget consists of two parts

• Direct costs: that are directly related to implementing a project.

• Indirect costs: costs associated with the constant running operation of the 
agency and various projects’ operating costs, but are not directly linked to 
the project’s activities



Direct Costs

o Salaries: project personnel, administrative support personnel

o Fringe benefits: such as health insurance, social security, leave, etc.

o Equipment

o Materials and supplies

o Travel

o Consultants / contractual agreements

o Training and fellowships

o Miscellaneous: communication costs, courier and postage, email 
and internet usage, copying and duplication



Indirect Costs

o Also called Facilities and Administration (F&A) costs, or overhead

o Include: the accounting, management, personnel office, library 
usage, use of office space or rent, renovation, legal services, 
general facility maintenance, depreciation costs, general project 
administration, etc.



Budget Justification

o Provide a narrative explanation of the budget, identifies your costs 
and explains the need for them.

o Answers any inquiries a reviewer may have about how you 
calculated your various costs.

o Indicates the basic salaries and for any yearly increases.



Budget Preparation Tips

o Brainstorm all foreseeable costs

o Identify the allowable and non-allowable costs as provided by the 
funding agency.

o Begin estimating costs.

o The proposed budget and the narrative part of proposal must be 
matching.

o Budgets should be reasonable.

o Create a budget by reading the tasks needed for each activity.

o Avoid lump sum requests, be as clear and detailed as possible, using a 
budget justification even if not requested.

o Allow for inflation – Salaries, utilities, rental and transportation costs 
etc. may increase each year. 

o Follow the funding agency’s guidelines.



THANK YOU!


